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The Comparison Between the Graded Photonic
Crystal Coupler and Various Couplers
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Abstract—The coupling between a dielectric waveguide and a
photonic crystal waveguide is studied theoretically and experimen-
tally. The coupling methods studied in this work include graded
photonic crystal coupler, photonic crystal taper, waveguide taper,
and parabolic mirror coupler. The properties of each coupler are
discussed and compared.

Index Terms—Integrated optics, optical couplers.

I. INTRODUCTION

P HOTONIC crystals (PCs) have outstanding ability to con-
trol the behavior of electromagnetic (EM) waves, because

EM waves cannot propagate in a PC if its frequency is in the for-
bidden band gap. Introducing defects in PCs can realize many
compact optical devices [1]–[5]. Most of these devices are em-
bedded in PCs, so photonic crystal waveguides (PCWGs) may
be necessary to guide and route the EM waves in PCs from the
outside to the devices. A PCWG is a line defect in a PC [1], [2],
and EM waves can be localized around the line defect if its fre-
quency is in the forbidden band gap and the dimension of the
defect is proper. The widths of a PCWG and a dielectric wave-
guide (WG) are usually around one and several wavelengths,
respectively. This significant difference makes the low coupling
efficiency between a PCWG and a dielectric WG.

Several methods have been studied to improve the coupling
efficiency [6]–[11]. In this paper, a graded PC is used to alter the
mode of a dielectric WG to that of a PCWG leading to reduce
the coupling loss. The graded PC is a deformed PC that consists
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of spatial-varying air hole array. In our previous work [12], a
graded PC had been designed to focus a collimated EM wave,
and the spot size can be around only two lattice constants. The
spot size is very close to the modal width of a single-line-defect
PCWG, which show that the graded PC is an excellent candidate
for the coupler between a dielectric WG and a PCWG. In this
paper, we study theoretically and experimentally the coupling
efficiency for several couplers including the PC taper [6]–[8],
the WG taper [9], [10] and the parabolic mirror coupler (J-cou-
pler) [11]. The design of the couplers in this work is very simple.
The radii of the air holes in the graded PC coupler are linearly
reduced from the edge column to the central column. In the PC
taper, the width of taper is reduced step by step. Equal step size
between the individual columns of the PC taper is introduced.
In the WG taper, the width of taper is linearly reduced. In the
parabolic mirror coupler, the curvature of mirror is a fraction of
the parabola. Although there are many improving methods for
the couplers, we only studied the innate properties of the cou-
plers here.

II. DEVICE STRUCTURE AND SIMULATION

A. Device Structure and Simulation Method

All of the devices were fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator
substrate. The thickness of the silicon device layer and the
insulator layer are 400 nm and 2 m, respectively. In order to
increase the coupling efficiency between the input single-mode
fiber to the dielectric WGs, the width of the dielectric WG
( ) was chosen as m. The PCWG is a
single-line defect along - direction in the PC formed by
air holes arranged in hexagonal lattice. The lattice constant
of the PC is 620 nm and the diameter ( ) of the air holes is

nm. The corresponding forbidden band gap is be-
tween nm to 2140 nm for the TE mode (electric field
parallel to the sample surface). Thus, we choose the wavelength
of the EM waves at nm and the TE polarization
which is around the center of the forbidden band gap of the PC.

The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [13] is
adopted to study the coupling efficiency theoretically. Because
three-dimensional calculations need enormous memory and
computation time, the structure is reduced to two-dimensional
by the effective index method. The effective index of the
fundamental TE mode of the silicon layer with a thickness of
400 nm is .

The graded PC coupler consists of 25 10 air holes in rectan-
gular lattice as designed in our previous work. [12] The air-hole
diameters of the central column and the edge column of the
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Fig. 1. Structures and energy density distributions of the graded PC coupler
(� � � �m).

Fig. 2. Structures and energy density distributions of the PC taper (� � ��m).

graded PC are chosen to be m and m, re-
spectively. The diameters are increased from the central to the
edge column as shown in Fig. 1. We vary the coupling length
( ) which is defined as the distance between the output end
of the dielectric WG and the input end of the PCWG from

m to m.
The simple PC taper is a horn structure formed by air hole

array. The diameter of the air holes is nm. The width
of the PC taper is reduced from 10 m (19 air holes) to 738 nm
(one air hole) in a taper length of m is shown in Fig. 2.
The taper length is varied from m to m to study the
coupling efficiency

The WG taper is a dielectric WG whose width is linearly
reduced to match the optical mode of the PCWG as shown in
Fig. 3. The taper length is varied from m to m.

A parabolic mirror can focus the EM waves propagating par-
allel to the axis of the parabola to the focus of the parabola. The
structure to couple the EM waves from the dielectric WG to a
PCWG is shown in Fig. 4. The principle of the design is to have
the energy flow of the EM waves at the focal point propagate in

Fig. 3. Structures and energy density distributions of the WG taper (� �

�� �m).

Fig. 4. Structures and energy density distributions of the parabolic mirror cou-
pler (� � �� �m).

only the horizontal direction. [11] The EM waves are reflected
by the parabolic mirror with a 90 angle. The input end of the
PCWG is positioned at the focus of the parabola. The coupling
length can be regarded as the propagating distance of the EM
waves between the output end of the dielectric WG and the input
end of the PCWG. In Fig. 4, the coupling length is m.
Due to the geometric constrain for design, the coupling length
of the parabolic mirror coupler should be longer than the width
of the dielectric WG ( m) or that of the PC struc-
ture (8 m). In this case, the parabolic mirror coupler with a
coupling length shorter than around 8 m is not possible to be
realized. This constrain limits us to compare the coupling effi-
ciency of the parabolic mirror coupler with the results obtained
from the graded PC which can provide a coupling length shorter
than 8 m. In general, an optical system design with low nu-
merical aperture (NA) (longer coupling length) could provide
longer depth of focus and require lower fabrication resolution
leading to lower discrepancy between the design and the fab-
rication. Therefore, in this study, we design only one parabola
mirror coupler with a long coupling length to be m
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Fig. 5. Coupling efficiencies and back reflections of (a) graded PC coupler,
(b) PC taper, and (c) WG taper.

( ) to provide one coupling efficiency result to com-
pare with the other couplers. The NA is defined as

(1)

B. Simulation Results

The original coupling efficiency is only 5.6% if the flat input
WG ending directly connects to the PCWG. For the couplers,
the relations between the coupling efficiencies, back reflections,
coupling length and numerical aperture from FDTD calcula-
tions are shown in Fig. 5. The coupling efficiency of the graded
PC coupler is shown in Fig. 5(a). We can find that the coupling
efficiency is decreased as increasing the coupling length. The
maximum coupling efficiency is around 43% as the coupling
length is m ( ).

Fig. 5(b) shows the result of PC taper. The maximum cou-
pling efficiency of 45% is obtained as the taper length is

m ( ), and the back reflection is quite high here.
Fig. 5(c) shows the result of WG taper, we find that the cou-

pling efficiency is increased with increasing the taper length.
The maximum coupling efficiency is 71% for the taper length
of m ( ).

For the parabolic mirror coupler, the coupling efficiency is
78% in theoretical result.

Fig. 6. SEM images of (a) the graded PC coupler, (b) PC taper, (c) WG taper,
and (d) parabolic mirror coupler.

III. FABRICATIONS, MEASUREMENT, AND DISCUSSION

A. Fabrications and Measurement

The devices were fabricated by deep UV photolithography
and silicon reactive ion etching techniques. Fig. 6 shows the
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the devices. We
can find that the air holes of the PCWG are merged together be-
cause of over etching in fabrication process. The diameter of the
air holes is enlarged from nm to nm. The complete
band gap does not exist in the structure reducing the horizontal
confinement of EM waves in the PCWG and increasing the scat-
tering loss. Plane wave expansion calculations have been done
to ensure the fact that this deformed PCWG can still guide the
EM waves for the wavelength at nm. The measured
propagation loss of the PCWG is 0.095 dB m. The diameter of
the air hole in the PC taper is also enlarged leading to a signifi-
cant difference between the experimental and theoretical results
in the case of PC taper as shown in Fig. 5(b).

The 1-dB passband width was also studied for the couplers
with the highest coupling efficiency. The passband width of the
graded PC coupler and the WG taper are 7.3 and 8.6 nm, respec-
tively. For the other couplers, the results show narrower pass-
band width ( nm). The passband width could be increased
through optimization.

In measurement, butt-coupling method was adopted to couple
the light between a single mode fiber and the dielectric WGs.
The polarization was controlled to be TE polarization. In our
design, PCWGs with different length was fabricated to calcu-
late the propagation loss. (The lengths of the PCWG are around
156 m and 40 m.) The coupling loss of the couplers can be
obtained by subtracting all the loss except the coupling loss of
the coupler from total loss of the devices.

B. Measurement Results and Discussion

The experimental results are also shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a)
shows that the maximum coupling efficiency of the graded PC
is 37% for m ( ). For this coupling length,
this coupling efficiency is the highest for all couplers studied
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Fig. 7. Energy density distributions of the graded PC coupler.

in this work. Fig. 7 shows the energy density distribution when
the EM waves passing through the graded PC coupler without
attaching the PCWG. We can find that the focal length is around

m which agrees with the experimental result.
The experimental results of PC taper are shown in Fig. 5(b).

The highest coupling efficiency is 37% when the coupling
length is m ( ). The lattice constant and
the diameter of the air holes of the photonic crystal taper are
identical to those of the PCWG. The diameter of the air holes
is also enlarged after the fabrication leading to the lack of the
PC confinement. Additionally, the edge of the PC taper is not
smoother than that of the WG taper leading to a higher scat-
tering loss. Therefore, the coupling efficiency of the PC taper is
lower than that of the WG taper which is shown in Fig. 5(c). To
include the affection of the enlarged air holes in the PC taper,
an extra calculation has been performed. The result is more
similar to the experimental results as shown in Fig. 5(b).

Fig. 5(c) shows the experimental results of the WG taper. The
result is match to the simulation. The highest coupling efficiency
is 74% for the taper length of m ( ).

From the results above, for the shorter coupling length of
m ( ), the experimental cou-

pling efficiencies of the graded PC coupler, the PC taper and the
WG taper are around 34% ( m), 16% ( m) and
17% ( m) (43%, 16% and 18% in theoretical result), re-
spectively. Therefore, we can conclude that the graded PC cou-
pler can offer a higher coupling efficiency in a short coupling
length. For the parabolic mirror coupler, the coupling efficien-
cies of theoretical and experimental results are around 78% and
48%, respectively. From the calculation result by FDTD, we can
find that the coupling efficiency of the parabolic mirror coupler
is very sensitive to the spatial grid size (coupling efficiency is
78% when the grid size is 0.02 m, but less than 50% when
the grid size is 0.05 m). Therefore, the difference between the
theoretical and experimental results may caused by the rough-
ness on the mirror surface which formed in fabrication process.
Table I shows the highest coupling efficiencies and the corre-
sponding coupling length for each coupler.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF COUPLING EFFICIENCIES

(THEORETICAL/EXPERIMENTAL, %/%)

IV. CONCLUSION

We studied the coupling between a dielectric WG with a
width of m and a single-line-defect PCWG with
a width of 738 nm. The light source is TE polarized and the
wavelength is nm. The original coupling efficiency
is only 5.6% if the flat input WG ending directly connects
to the PCWG. The coupling efficiencies of the graded PC
coupler, PC taper, WG taper, and parabolic mirror coupler
are calculated and measured. The coupling efficiencies of the
graded PC coupler, PC taper and WG taper are 43%, 16%, and
18% in theoretical result (34%, 16%, and 17% in experimental
result) as the shorter coupling length is m
( ), respectively. The results show that the
graded PC coupler can provide a higher coupling efficiency
in a shorter coupling distance. In the case of parabolic mirror
coupler, the higher coupling efficiency is obtained to be 78%
in theoretical result (48% in experimental result). However, the
parabolic mirror coupler requires larger device surface for the
90 light turning and lower surface roughness of the parabolic
mirror.

The averaged back reflections of the graded PC coupler, PC
taper, WG taper, and parabolic mirror coupler are 43%, 70%,
15%, and 6% in the theoretical results, respectively. The reflec-
tions are rather high, because the design of the couplers in this
work is very simple. The innate faults of the couplers can be im-
proved through additional improving designs [6], [8], [10]. The
wider input waveguide may be another reason that increases the
back reflection. For wider input waveguide, the back scattered
EM waves produced on the interface between the PCWG and
input WG can be easily coupled to the input waveguide and
propagate in the reverse direction. This phenomenon is espe-
cially obvious for the graded PC coupler and PC taper because
the interfaces producing the back scattered EM waves are close
to the input WG or the back scattered EM waves cannot escape
from the coupler in lateral direction. For all the couplers, the
back reflection would be reduced by reducing the width of the
input WG.

In [6], nonuniform PC tapers were studied. The design was
not included in this work because the nonuniform PC tapers
have an inborn fault. The nonuniform PC tapers modify the lat-
tice structure. In the case of bigger scatterers (air holes in this
work), the scatterers may be merged together and the photonic
bandgap may be destroyed. In this paper, the ratio of the di-
ameter of the air hole to the lattice constant is 0.86:1. In
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this condition, the deformation of lattice could easily cause the
merging of the scatterers and reduce the ability of the confine-
ment for EM waves.

In Fig. 5, some differences can be observed between the ex-
perimental and theoretical result. We speculated that the en-
larged air holes in the PCWGs may be the cause of the difference
between the experimental and theoretical results. This phenom-
enon is especially obvious in the case of PC taper because the
PC taper is a PCWG with expanded terminal. The coupling ef-
ficiency of the PC taper with enlarged air holes was also cal-
culated, and the result is shown in Fig. 5(b). The result is more
similar to the experimental result. An unusual phenomenon can
be observed when the coupling length is around m.
The coupling efficiency of the PC taper with enlarged air holes
is higher than the original PC taper.

Finally, we conclude that the graded PC is suitable for
extremely short coupling length (high NA). For long coupling
length (low NA), the WG taper may be more suitable to couple
the EM waves into the PCWGs. For the same coupling length,
the coupling efficiency of the pure PC tapers without any
improving design is lower than that of the WG tapers in this
study. The PC tapers might need additional optimization to
increase the coupling efficiency. [6], [8] The parabolic mirror
coupler requires low roughness of the mirror surface and larger
device surface, but it can provide higher coupling efficiency
and low back reflection.
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